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This article examines Turkish efforts to deny the Armenian genocide of
1915-17. Specifically, it exposes an arrangement by which the government
of Turkey has channeled funds into a supposedly objective research insti-
tute in the United States, which in turn paid the salary of a historian who
served that government in its campaign to discredit scholarship on the
Armenian genocide. After a short review of the Armenian genocide and a
range of Turkish denial efforts, three documents are reproduced in full.
They include a letter that Robert Jay Lifton received from the Turkish Am-
bassador to the United States, and two documents that were inadvertently
included with the Lifton letter—a memorandum to the Turkish Ambassa-
dor and a draft letter to Lifton for the Ambassador's signature. After a
critical analysis of each document, we discuss the harmful ness of genocide
denial and explore why intellectuals might engage in the denial of known
genocides. The article concludes with reflections on the relationship be-
tween scholars and truth.

The will to truth is cowed by pressure of numerous kinds, reasons of state on the one
hand, economic necessities on the other, and, not least, the pure careerism of intellectu-
als who put their expertise in the service of power as a matter of course When govern-
ments and professional elites find reward in the sophistries of might makes right, truth
is bound to suffer.1 Terrence Des Pres

It has been said that gentlemen do not read other gentlemen's mail. But suppose that
one receives a letter from the Turkish ambassador to the United States rebuking one's
scholarship because one has written about what the ambassador refers to as "the so-
called 'Armenian genocide,' allegedly perpetrated by the Ottoman Turks during the
First World War." And suppose that, inadvertently, the envelope also contains an in-
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ternal memorandum written by the executive director of what claims to be a non-
political, scholarly institute and that memorandum reveals much about the mentality
of those who engage in denial of the Armenian genocide. What then?

The attempt to confuse and intimidate academics by such letters is an ongoing
process. The letter that we shall present is from the current ambassador, but two of
us have received such letters from his predecessor. The difference is that only in the
letter to Robert Jay Lifton is there created an opportunity to see what takes place
behind the scenes, what assumptions guide the work of scholars who engage in denial,
and what the implications are in terms of professional ethics.

Our concern is not with die person who wrote the memorandum and drafted
the letter, but with the role such scholars perform in the subversion of scholarship
and with their assumptions which substitute a narrative of power for the search for
trutii. In such narratives, as Terrence Des Pres has noted, "knowledge" is what serves
the interest of the powerful (particularly the state), the goal of knowledge is seen as
control radier than freedom, and "truth" is whatever officials (and their adjuncts) say
it is.2

The Armenian Genocide and Turkey's Attempt to Deny It
From 1915 to 1917 the Young Turk regime in the Ottoman Empire carried out a
systematic, premeditated, centrally-planned genocide against the Armenian people.
One of the documents authenticated by Turkish authorities in 1919 is a telegram sent
in June 1915 by Dr. Sakir, one of the leaders of the secret organization that carried
out die planning and implementation of the genocide. He asks the provincial party
official who is responsible for carrying out the deportations and massacres of Arme-
nians within his district: "Are the Armenians, who are being dispatched from there,
being liquidated? Are those harmful persons whom you inform us you are exiling and
banishing, being exterminated, or are diey being merely dispatched and exiled^ An-
swer explicidy . . ."3

The evidence of intent is backed also by die outcome of die actions against die
Armenians: it is inconceivable diat over a million persons could have died due to
even a badly flawed effort at resetdement. Moreover, the pattern of destruction was
repeated over and over in different parts of Turkey, many of diem far from any war
zone; such repetition could only have come from a central design. Further, die reward
structure was geared toward destruction of die Christian minority: provincial gover-
nors and officials who refused to carry out orders to annihilate die Armenians were
summarily replaced.'1

Armenian men were drafted into die army, set to work as pack animals, and
subsequendy killed. Leaders were arrested and executed. Then die deportations of
women, children, and die elderly into die deserts of Syria and Iraq began. The Ameri-
can ambassador to die Ottoman Empire, Henry Morgendiau, immediately recog-
nized diat die forced marches into die desert, and die atrocities diat accompanied
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them, were a new form of massacre "When the Turkish authorities gave the orders
for these deportations, they were simply giving the death warrant to a whole race;
they understood this well, and in their conversations widi me, they made no particular
attempt to conceal the fact."5

The ambassadors of Germany and Austria, representatives of governments al-
lied with Turkey, also quickly realized what was taking place. As early as July 1915,
the German ambassador reported to Berlin. "Turks began deportations from areas
now not threatened by invasion. This fact and the manner in which the relocation is
being carried out demonstrate diat the government is really pursuing the aim of de-
stroying the Armenian race in Turkey." And by January 1917 his successor reported:
T h e policy of extermination has been largely achieved; the current leaders of Turkey
fully subscribe to this policy."8

More than one million Armenians perished as the result of execution, starva-
tion, disease, the harsh environment, and physical abuse. A people who lived in east-
em Turkey for nearly 3,000 years lost its homeland and was profoundly decimated in
the first large scale genocide of the twentieth century. At die beginning of 1915 there
were some two million Armenians widiin Turkey; today there are fewer than 60,000

Despite the vast amount of evidence diat points to the historical reality of the
Armenian genocide—eyewitness accounts, official archives, photographic evidence,
die reports of diplomats, and the testimony of survivors7—denial of the Armenian
genocide by successive regimes in Turkey has gone on from 1915 to die present.8

The basic argument of denial has remained die same—it never happened, Tur-
key is not responsible, the term "genocide" does not apply. The tactics of denial,
however, have shifted over the years.9 In die period immediately after World War I
the tactic was to find scapegoats to blame for what was said to be only a security
measure diat had gone awry due to unscrupulous officials, Kurds, and common crimi-
nals. This was followed by an attempt to avoid the whole issue, with silence, diplo-
matic efforts, and political pressure used where possible. In the 1930s, for example,
Turkey pressured the U.S. State Department into preventing MGM Studios from
producing a film based on Franz Werfel's The Forty Days of Musa Dagh, a book
that depicted aspects of die genocide in a district located west of Antioch on die
Mediterranean Sea, far from the Russian front.10

In die 1960s, prompted by die worldwide commemoration of the fiftieth anni-
versary of die genocide, efforts were made to influence journalists, teachers, and pub-
he officials by telling "die odier side of die story." Foreign scholars were encouraged
to revise die record of genocide, presenting an account largely blaming die Arme-
nians or, in anodier version, wartime conditions which claimed die lives of more Turks
than Armenians.11 Thereafter, Turkey tried to prohibit any mention of die genocide
in a United Nations report and was successful in its pressure on the Reagan and Bush
administrations in defeating Congressional resolutions that would have designated
April 24 as a national day of remembrance of die Armenian genocide.11 The Turkish
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government has also attempted to exclude any mention of die genocide from Ameri-
can textbooks. Stronger efforts still have been made to prevent any discussion of die
1915 genocide being formally included in the social studies curriculum as part of
Holocaust and genocide studies.13

There have also been attempts by the Turkish government to disrupt academic
conferences and public discussions of the genocide A notable example was the at-
tempt by Turkish officials to force cancellation of a conference in Tel Aviv in 1982 if
the Armenian genocide were to be discussed, demands backed up with threats to die
safety of Jews in Turkey." The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council reported similar
direats over plans to include references to the Armenian genocide widiin the inter-
pretive framework of die Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington.15 At die same
time, Turkey has sought to make an absolute distinction between the Holocaust and
die Armenian genocide, defining the latter as "alleged" or "so-called." The documents
we have, however, show diat, in private, such labeling drops off (a point to which we
shall return and discuss in detail).

Finally, in die 1980s die Turkish government supported die establishment of
"institutes," whose apparent purpose was to further research on Turkish history and
culture. At least one also was used to further denial of Turkish genocide and odierwise
improve Turkey's image in die West. To our knowledge, die memorandum and letters
diat we reproduce in full provide die first direct evidence of die close relationship
between die Turkish government and one such institute. Before turning to diat evi-
dence, we shall provide background information on die origin, funding, stated pur-
poses, and tax status of die institute from which diat evidence comes.

The Institute of Turkish Studies
The Institute of Turkish Studies, Inc., located in Washington, D C , was established
in 1982 widi a grant of diree million dollars from die Republic of Turkey.16 Informa-
tion about its current finances is not readily available, but in 1989 it had expenditures
of $264,593, of which $121,062 was for grants. That year it received gifts of nearly
$240,000. The sources of die gifts are unknown to us, but in die past much of its
financial support has come from American corporations diat sell military equipment
to die Turkish government. In 1992 die Institute began a fund-raising campaign to
double its endowment to six million dollars, widi funds to be raised from businesses
in America and Turkey.

The organization itself has a staff of two: an executive director and a secretary
There is also a board of directors, which includes several academics among its
members.

In various directories of associations, its purposes and activities are listed as:

To provide funding for research centers and scholars interested in Turkish studies, to
encourage development of Turkish studies in university curricula. Bestows awards
Maintains 5000 volume library on the Ottoman Empire, Turkey, and Turkish history
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Grants for the academic community of U S. specialists in the field of Turkish stud-
ies; support includes awards to individual scholars and to institutions

The Institutes fields of interest are said to be Turkey, higher education." In terms
of activities, it is said to provide grants to individuals and institutions for "research,
publications, scholarship funds, fellowships, seed money, conferences and seminars,
including matching funds, grants to individuals."

Its own brochure published within the first years of the founding of the Insti-
tute, however, throws a somewhat different light on its stated purpose. The Institute
states that it has received grants from major defense contractors, such as General
Dynamics and Westinghouse, and with this support the Institute "shall continue to
play a key role m furthering knowledge and understanding of a key NATO ally of the
United States, the Republic of Turkey, among citizens of our country."17 Unfortu-
nately, the phrase "furthering knowledge and understanding" mcludes measures that
have been construed as denial of the Armenian genocide.

Under United States tax law, the Institute falls within section 501(c)3 of the
Internal Revenue Filing Status:

Charitable organization, educational organization, literary organization; organization to
prevent cruelty to children; organization for public safety testing; religious organization;
or scientific organization.

Given its tax filing status, the Institute for Turkish Studies is exempt from taxation.
Contributions to the Institute are tax deductible

The executive director of the Institute from its inception to 1994 was Dr Heath
W. Lowry, who received his doctorate in history from UCLA. His mentor at UCLA
was Professor Stanford Shaw, whose history of Turkey strenuously denies the reality
of the Armenian genocide, while, at the same time, blaming the victims, who are
depicted as disloyal, rebellious, and terroristic.18 It is Lowry who wrote the memoran-
dum and drafted the letter for the ambassador that are now made public for the
first time.

In 1994 Dr. Lowry became the first incumbent of the Ataturk Chair in Turkish
Studies at Princeton University The chair was established through a $1.5 million
grant from the Republic of Turkey. In its Report of the Institute of Turkish Studies,

Inc, 1982-1992, the Institute cites its "key role . . in encouraging the Government
of Turkey to embark upon a plan of endowing a senes of Chairs in Turkish Studies at
major American Universities. In an advisory capacity the Institute has been involved
in every stage of this process." The report notes that the chair at Princeton is "fully
established and funded" and that the Institute supports "the further creation of en-
dowed chairs at three other U.S. Universities."19

Analysis of the Lowry Memorandum
Let us now consider what Lowry's memorandum reveals about the mentality and
tactics of denial, then turn to the letter, commenting on its style and content.
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Ifl: H.E. AMBASSADOR HUZHET KANDEHIR;

FROM: Of). IIEATH W. LOVRY;
£££.: COMMENTS on THE 'ARMENIAN GENOCIDE* INCLUDED IN THE ROBERT JAY LIFTON

STUDY ENTITLED: THE NAZI DOCTORS. HtoicAL KILLING AND THE PSYCHOLOGY

OF GENOCIDE;

DATE: SEPTEMBER 26, 1990.

PER YOUR REOUEST CONVEYED TO HE BY HS. HILAL BASKAL OF YOUR STAFF, I HAVE LOCATED

AND READ LlFTON'S THE N A 7 I DOCTOBS, WITH AN EYE TO DRAMIKO A LETTER FOB YOUR
SIGNATURE TO THE AUTHOR^LlFTON'S WORK, A MASSIVE TONE OF X I I I • 561 PAGES, IS
AUTHORED BY A PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY AT JOHN JAY COLLEGE AND THE
GMDUATE CENTER OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF New YORX 14U£.:THE LATTER IS THE SAME
INSTITUTION WHERE PROFESSOR RUSTOW OF THE ITS BOARD TEACHES!. HE IS A WELL KNOWN
AUTHORITY ON THE TRAUMA OF WAR AND HIS MAJOR MOXS INaUDE:

DEATH I N L i f t (1968)
HoMtFROH Tut WAR (1973)

THE L IFE OF THE S<LF (1976)
iHt BROKEN CotwtcTiON (1979)

iNDtFENlltLE WEAPON? (1982)iND

I N SHORT, LIFTON IS A RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY IN HIS OWN FIELD WHO CLEARLY KNOWS
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING ABOUT THE SO-CALLED 'ARMENIAN GENOCIDE.' INDEED, A CAREFUL
PERUSAL OF H IS BOOK, REVEAL'S THAT I N ITS 561 PAGES HE MAKES THE FOLLOWING FEW
REFERENCES TO THE SUBJECT:

p. X I I . : "BUT I FOUND THAT NAZI DOCTORS DIFFERED SIGNIFICANTLY
FROM THESE OTHER GROUPS, NOT SO MUCH IN THEIR HUMAN
EXPERIMENTATION BUT I N THEIR CENTRAL ROLE IN GENOCIDAL
P R O J E C T S . . . (PERHAPS TURKISH DOCTORS, I N T H E I R P A R T I -

C I P A T I O N IN GENOCIDE AGAINST THE ARMENIANS, COME CLO-
SEST, AS I SHAI L LATFR SUGGEST).."

"DTE: LlFTOtl DOES NOT PROVIDE »'<Y SOURCE FOR THIS
STATEMENT F0LL0W1I.0 THIS PASSAGE,

PP.^66-7 : " I SHALL REFER TO OTHER GENOCIDES--HOTA9LY THE TuRKS'
ANNIHILATION OF ABOUT ONE MILLION ARMENIANS IN 1915"
NOT WITH AHY CLAIM TO COMPREHENSIVENESS BUT ONLY TO
SUGGEST WICER APPLICATION."

NOTE: AGAIN NO FOOTNOTED SOURCE. CORE IMPORTANTLY IS

LlFTON'S ADMISSION THAT HE DOESN'T CLAIM ANY EXPER-
TISE ON THE SUBJECT HE IS GO IMS TO ADDRESS;

p. 470: "THERE SEEM TO HAVE BEEN DEFINITE =>APA_L.EIS I N TURKISH
HISTO^.CAL EXPERIENCE PP'C» T'J THEIR M»SS WFDER OF
ARKEMA'.S HI 1915. WITH; , ;ME OTTOMA'. EMPIRE, THROOSH-
OUT THE LATTEC PART CF THE MNETEEKTH CEMURY, THEPE
WAS AN ATC3SPI-ERE OF ??CG= = S3LVE 'CECAY AND DISINTEGRA-
TION,' i.ONG > i : i A CO"TP.JDi,S IF LC5II.0 STRUGGLE FOR

Memorandum from Dr Heath Lowry, Executive Director of the Institute of Turkish Studies, Inc , to Nuz-

het Kandemir, Turkish Ambassador to the United States, September 26, 1990

The memorandum indicates that Lowry has been engaged in an ongoing rela-
tionship with the Turkish government, and that he has regularly offered advice on
denial both to the Turkish ambassador to the United States and to other persons in
Turkey (IADA-Ankara).

The memorandum also provides evidence of the desire to check scholars from
referring to an Armenian genocide. Indeed, the process by now may even be almost
bureaucratic. It is easy to surmise that someone at the embassy identifies books and
articles that mention the genocide (is denial part of his or her official duties?), the list
is turned over to Lowry at the request of the ambassador, and Lowry examines the
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SPIRITUAL A.-ID POLITICAL UNIFICATION. THE TURKS ALSO
EXPERIENCED HUMILIATING FORMS OF FAILED REGENERATION
I N THEIR DISASTROUS MILITARY ENTERPRISES DURING THE
1912 BALKAN VAR (IGNOMINIOUS DEFEAT AT THE HANDS OF
THEIR FORMER SLAVES AIO WARDS, THE GLIEEXS AIM 11 IE
BULGARIANS) AND THEIR ABORTIVE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN IN
1915 AS A GERMAN ALLY. V/tmrN I). I U M I A N OBSERVES THAT
THE TURKS MOVED CLOSER TO GENOCIDE AS THEIR PERCEPTION
OF THEIR SITUATION PROCEEDED 'FROM THE COHDITIOH OF MERE
STRAIN/ TO THAT OF CRIS IS / TO A PRECIPITATE C R I S I S / AND
EVENTUALLY TO THE CATACLYSM OF WAR.' 1 9

VAHAKN tl. DAORIAN, "THE ROLE OF TURKISHooTHOic l9: AHAXN . D O I , HE ROLE OF TURKISH
HYSICIANS IN THE WORLD WAR I GENOCIDE OF OTTOMAN ARME-

NIANS," HOLOCAUST Ago GENOCIDE STUDIFS I (1986/ FORTH-
AN, "]HE COCOMING); DAORIAN, " IKE COMMON FEATURES OF THE ARMENIAN

AND JEWISH CASES OF GENOCIDE: A COMPARATIVE VICTIHOLO-
GICAL PERSPECTIVE/" IN ISRAEL DftAPKtN AND E H I L I O I I V J A N O ,
VICTIMOLOGY; A NEW FOCUS, VOL. IV (LEXINGTON, MASS: D.C.
HEATH, I 9 7 < I L rr. 99-120. SEE ALSO. HELEN F E I N , ACCOUNT-
ING FOB 6ENOCIDC: VlCTIW-AND SuRVIVtms-QF THE HOLOCAUST
(NEW YORK-TREE PRESS. 19797/ PO. 10-18.

. THE SOLE SOURCE FOR LIFTOH'S COflflENTS IS THE ARtf-
AUTHOR: VAHAKN N. DAORIAN.

P . 4 7 3 : ' A G A I N / THERE ARE SUGGESTIONS OF SIMILAR CURRENTS IN THE
TURKISH SITUATION. THE 'YOUNG TURKS' WHO SOUGHT TO REFORM
THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE SPEARHEADED 'A MAJOR CAMPAIGN TO CHANGE
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF OTTOMAN SOCIETY AS AN ANTIDOTE TO
INTERNAL DISCORD AND C O N F L I C T , ANO ALSO AS A MEANS OF R E -

CAPTURING IMPERIAL. PANTURKIC GLORY.' I H E I R CURE INCLU-
DED 'AN ADMIXTURE OF RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES/'

TT7AND 'GENOCIDE BECAME A MEANS FOR DBRINGING ABOUT] A RADICAL
CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM. ik

Koo
"CO

3t: SEE DADRIAH/ "TURKISH PHYSICIANS* AND
" 119)

EE
OMMON I - E A T U R E S " 1 1 9 ) .

NQTF: AGAIN. LIFTOH'S SOLE SOURCE FOR HIS VIEWS Oil THE TURCO-
A * * c N | i H QUESTION A.1E THE TWO ARTICLES OF HADRIAN CITES III
FCOIIiOTE 19 .

P. '(75: "III THE CASE OF THE TURKS, WHATEVER THEIR ATTITUDE TOWARD
SCIENCE, THEY DID PUT FORWARD A MYSTICAL VISION OF PAN"
TURANIANISM (OR 'TURKIFICATIOI(') 'WHICH ALLEGED A PREHISTO-
RIC MYTHIC UNITY AMONG TuRANIAf.1 "ECLES BASED ON RACIAL 0R|-
G I U . ' t\5 AND ONE CANHOT DOUBT THE EXPERIENCE OF TRANSCENDEI.CS
OFTURKISH NATIONALISTS IN THEIR PEVERSIOU TO FUNDAMENTALIST
f-OHAMKEDAHISM AS A CALL TO AH A l . T I - A R M E I I I A N - C H R I S T I A N CRUSAO£-

A' -L ON BEHALF OF A NEW V I S I O N OF OTTOMAN GLORY."

.-CCTKOTE ~M?. DA3=I A t ; , "7 'JRKl SH Pu\ 5 I C I A l . s " [ l 9 l .

V U E : C:.:E »3-M'.. i\-'<r.'S szl SC-J=SE IS

works in question, provides a report in the form of a memorandum, and then prepares
a letter for the ambassador's signature.

Lowry reads Iifton's book, not out of interest or to be informed: he does it as
a service to the Turkish government, "with an eye to drafting a letter for your [the
ambassadors] signature to the author." Why a scholar would conceive of his or her
craft in this fashion is not a question that admits of easy answers. But as we shall
suggest in another section of the article, it is not uncommon. What is clear from
the memorandum, though, is that Lowry identifies with the power of the Turkish
government. He twice refers to "our problem," that is, the availability of works that
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P. 488: "MRKEI I IA I .S WERE DESCRIBED AS ' A C.vi-'E", A H-';.lf-'.'A-.C£ y. i lC "
LOOKS LIKE A SHALL PIWLE PROM THE OUTSIDE. MUCH. |C c.pr
BEHOVED BY A SKILLFUL iURGEON'S SCLPEL, WILL KILL 1HE~
PATIENT. " 1 0 8

HoojnoTg liiS: A YOUNG TURK ACTIVIST, OUOTEB HI KUPER,
p. W (LEO KUPER, GENOCIDE: ITS POLITCAL USE I» THE TWENTIETH

(HEW HAVEN: YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1981), PP. 19-2

liQTE: AGAIN/ LlFTON IS SIMPLY CITING AN ALREADY PUBLISHED (A-.3
VER.Y WELL KNOWN) BOOK IY A JEWISH EVERT ON THE HOLOCAUST.

p. 493: 'ONE CANHOT SAY THAT ANY PARTICULAR LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY IS RE-
OUIRED FOR GENOCIDE: THE TlMKS KILLED ABOUT ONE MILLION ARMENIANS
BY MEANS OF SHOOTING, CLUBBING, BEATING, SLAVE LABOR, STARVATION,
AND OTHER FORMS OF TORTURE.*
NOTE: THERE IS HO FOOTNOTE APPENDED TO THIS STATEMENT- BUT IT
CLEARLY IS TAKEN FROM THE DADRIAM ARTICLES AS WELL.

IN SITUATION, WHAT WE ARE FACED WITH HERE ARE SEVEN REFEREHCES (COMPRISING
ABOUT ONE FULL PAGE OF TEXT) IN A BOOK OF 561 PAGES. THEY APf BASED ALMOST EX-
CLUSJVELY ON THE ARTICLES BY DADRIAN <EACH OF WHICH HAVE BEEN THE SUBJECT OF DE-
TAILED MEHOS BY THIS WRITER IN PAST YEARS). TOGETHER WITH REFERENCES TO THE WORK
OF HELEN FEIN (WHOSE BOOK INCLUDES A FULL CHAPTER ON THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE) AND
LEO KUPER (WHOSE BOOK CONTAINS A VERY LONG CHAPTER ON THE GENOCIDE). STATED
DIFFERENTLY, L lFTON, IN HIS BOOK PUBLISHED FOUR YEARS AGO IN l j f f i , IS SIMPLY USIHG
THE EXISTING LITERATURE ON THE HOLOCAUST AND GENOCIDE. CONSEQUENTLY, OUR BASIC
PROBLEM IS WITH AUTHORS SUCH AS DADRIAN, FEIN AND KUPER, EACH OF WHOM ARE IIOU
SERVING AS SOURCES FOR AUTHORS SUCH AS LlFTON. THESE FACTS MAKE IT RATHER D I F F I -
CULT TO REGISTER OUR UNHAPPINESS WITH LlFTON PER SE, AS KE WILL QUITE JUSTIFIABLY
RESPOND BY GIVING US REFERENCES TO HIS SOURCES, I . E . , DADRIAN, FEIN AND KUPER.

OUR PROBLEM IS LESS WITH LlFTON THAJt IT IS WITH THE WORKS UPON WHICH HE
RELIES. LlFTON IS SIMPLY THE END OF THE CHAIN, THAT I S , FROMtfOW OH WE WILL SEE
ALL WORKS ON THE GENOCIDE OF THE JEWS, INCLUDING REFERENCES SUCH AS THOSE HADE
BYLIFTON ON THE BASIS OF THE WORKS OF DADRIAN, FE IN , KUPER- HOVANNISIAN, ET.AL.
THOUGH THIS POIHT HAS BEEN REPEATEDLY STRESSED BOTH IH WRITING AND VERBALLY TO
IADA-ANXAW, WE HAVE HOT YET SEEN AS MUCH AS A SINGLE ARTICLE BY AMY SCHOLAR
RESPONDING TO j ) A fl R 1 i U (OR ANY Or THE OTHERS AS k O L ) .

I STRONGLY RECOWEIID THAT IT BE POINTED CUT TO ANKARA THAT L IF IO I I 'S ?.C0.<
IS SIMPLY THE EIID RESULT OF THE TURKISH FAILURE TO RESPOND III A PROMPT FASHION
TO THE DADRIA!I ARTICLES AMD THE FEIN AHD KUPER BOOKS.

ON THE CHANCE THAT YOU STILL WISH TO RES^C'ID I'I WRITING TO LIFTOU- ! H.V/E
DRAFTED THE FOLLOWING LETTER, WHICH, DUE TO THE ABSENCE OF All ADDRESS FO^ L l M ' j : :
WILL HAVE TO EE SENT TO HIM CARE OF HIS PUBLISHER:

discuss the Armenian genocide, suggesting that he sees himself as part of a power
constellation engaged but in furthering the perceived interests of the government
of Turkey.

Lowry is critical, in fact, of the ineptitude of the deniers who thereby fail to
serve what he assumes are Turkey's interests. He has repeatedly told, verbally and in
writing, those in power that they must attack and discredit articles or books by Da-
drian, Fein, Kuper, and others, yet not a single attack has been written He underhnes
the date of Lofton's book—1986—and suggests implicitly that four years is simply too
long: material must be subjected to damage control at the earliest possible moment.
And one does wonder why it took so long in this case, since Markusen and Smith
received letters along the lines addressed to Iifton within months of the appearance
of their essays m Genocide and the Modern Age.10
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2 Riil LLIli.3.

HR. ROBERT JAY LIFTOH
X BASIC BOOKS, Inc.
10 E 53RD. STREET
MEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022
DEAR KR. LIFTON:

YOUR 1986 PUBLICATION ENTITLED: THE NAZI DOCTORS, HEDICAL KILLING AUD
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF GENOCIDE WAS RECENTLY BROUGHT TO MY ATTENTION.HEEDLESS
TO SAY, I WAS SHOCKED BY REFERENCES I N YOUR WORK (PP . X I I . , 4 6 6 - 7 , 4 7 0 , 4 7 3 ,
476, 488, t 493) TO THE SO-CALLED 'ARMENIAN GENOCIDE,' ALLEGEDLY PERPETRATED
BY THE OTTOMAN TURKS DURING THE FIRST WORLD WAR. 1 WAS EVEN MORE DISTURBEO
WHEN YOUR CITATIONS REVEALED'LTHAT YOUR SOURCES CONSISTED OF ARTICLES AND BOOKS
BY THREE INDIVIDUALS (VAHAKN H. DADRIAN, HELEN FEIN AND LEO K U P E R ) , NONE Of
WHOM ARE HISTORIANS OF THE PERIOD IN OUESTIOTL AND NONE OF WHOM RELY ON PRIMARY
RESEARCH IN THEIR OWN WORKS.

IN SHORT, YOU HAVE SIMPLY PASSED ALONG QUESTIONABLE SECONDARY SOURCES
AS EVIDENCE FOR A NUMBER OF CONTENTIONS WHICH ARE, TO SAY THE LEAST, HOTLY
DEBATED AMONG CONTEMPORARY SCHOLARS WRITING ON THE PERIOD AND EVENTS IN OUES"
TION.

IT IS PARTICULARLY DISTURBING TO SEE A MAJOR SCHOLAR ON THE HOLOCAUST,
A TRAGEDY WHOSE ENORMITY AND BARBARITY MUST NEVER BE FORGOTTEN, SO CARELESS
IN HIS REFERENCES TO A FIELD OUTSIDE HIS OWN AREA OF EXPERTISE. FOR TURKS, WHO
ARE JUSTIFIABLY PROUD OF OUR LONG AND CONTINUING ROLE AS A HAVEK FOR MINORITIES
(INCLUDING THE JEWS EVICTED FROM SPAIN BY THE INQUISITION), IT IS PARTICULARLY
DISOUIETING TO FIND OUR OWN HISTORY DISTORTED IN WORKS DEVOTED TO THE HOLOCAUST
OF WORLD WAR 11.

TO COMPARE A TRAGIC CIVIL WAR (PERPETRATED BY MISGUIDED ARMENIAN NATIONA-
LISTS) AND THE HUMAN SUFFERING IT WROUGHT ON BOTH THE MUSLIM AND CHRISTIAN POPU-
LATIONS, WITH THE HORRORS OF A PREMEDITATED ATTEMPT TO SYSTEMATICALLY ERADICATE
A PEOPLE, IS, TO ANYONE FAMILIAR WITH THE HISTORY IN QUESTION, SIMPLY LUDICROUS

I AM ENCLOSING COPIES OF WORKS BY TWO AMERICAN EXPERTS QN THE HISTORY
OF TURCOUARMENI.AN RELATIONS. PROFESSORS JUSTIN MCCARTHY AND HEATH LOWRY, AND
WOULD HOPE THAT IN THE INTERESTS OF OBJECTIVITY AND FAIRNESS YOU WILL NOT ONLY
READ THEM, BUT REFLECT HAVING DONE SO III ANY FUTURE WORKS YOU MAY PUBLISH.

S::.:ERELY YOURS,

fiUZHET KAIIDEMIR
AM3ASSAIXR, REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Draft of letter to Dr Robert Jay Ufton, prepared by Dr Heath Lowry, to be signed by Ambassador
Nuzhet Kandemir

Lowry's own work contains many questionable assertions and conclusions. He
denies that Hitler ever uttered the widely quoted remark: "Who, after all, speaks
today of the annihilation of the Armenians?"21 And in his recent book, The Story

Behind Ambassador Morgenthau's Story, he asserts that Morgenthau's account of the
genocide is nothing but "crude half-truths and outright falsehoods . . . from cover to
cover."22 His conclusions do not in fact follow from his analysis or the evidence he
can marshal. Quite astonishing, however, is his claim that what Talaat, a principal
architect of the Armenian genocide, had in mind for the Armenians was not destruc-
tion, but "segregation," that the fate of the Armenians was to be that of African-
Americans in the South in 1915.23

Lowry apparendy seeks to discredit the work of any author who treats the Ar-
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TURKISH EMBASSY
WASHINGTON 0 C

October 2. 1990

Mr. Robert Jay Lifton
c/o Basic Book*, Inc.
10 E 53rd Street
New YorK, NY 10022

Dear Hr. Lifton:

Your 1988 publication, Thai Nail Doctoral H«d1ca1
Killing and tha Psychology of Qanocida. wit rtcantlv brought
to ny attention. M a a d l — to *ay, I waa ehocked by
references In your work (pp. xii, 4W-T, 4T0, 473, 47S, 4*a,
and 493) to th« so-called "Armenian tanocide," allegedly
parpatratad by tha Ottoman Turka during tha Firet world war.
I wae even «ora disturbed whan your citationa ravaalad that
your aourcaa consisted of articles and booha by thraa
individual*: Vakahn N. Oadrian, Halan Fain and Lao Kupar,
nona of whom ara hiatoriana of tha pariod 1n quaation and
nona of whom raly on primary raaaarch 1n thair own works.

In ihort, you hava simply paaaad along quaationabia
sacondary aourcaa aa avidanca for a number of contantiona
which ara, to aay tha laaat, hotly dabatad aaong
contamporary acholara writing on tha pariod and avanta at
i8aua.

It Is particularly diaturbing to aaa a major scholar on
the Holocaust, a tragady whoaa enonaity and barbarity Must
never b« forgottan. ao caralaas In h1a rsfarancaa to a fiald
outaida his area of expertise. For Turks, who ara
justifiably proud of our long and continuing rola aa a havan
for minorities (including the Jaws avictad from Spain by tha
Inauisition), it is particularly disquiating to find our own
history distorted in works devotad to the Holocaust of World
war II.

To compare a tragic civil war (initiated by Armani an
nationalists) and the human suffering it wrought on both the
Muslim and Christian populations with the horrors of a
premeditated attempt to systematically eradicate a peaceable
people, is, to anyone familiar with the history in Question,
a imply ludicrous

I am enclosing copies of works by two American experts
on the history of Turco-Araenian relations, Profeasors
Juatin McCarthy and Heath LOwry, and would hope that in tha
tntereate of objectivity and fairness you will not only read
t6e» but also reflect having done so in any future worka you
may publtah.

Letter from Ambassador Nuzhet Kandemir to Robert Jay Lifton, October 2, 1990
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menian genocide as historical reality. But those in Ankara, with whom he has commu-
nicated again and again on how to discredit works on the Armenian genocide, have
not heeded his words. "I strongly recommend that it be pointed out to Ankara.. . ."
Had people listened to me, he suggests, "we" wouldn't be faced with "our" present
"problem."

Analysis of the Letter to Lifton
Various perspectives on denial can be brought to bear on the content of the letter.
Smith notes that typically the denial of genocide involves denial that the events took
place, that the perpetrator bears any responsibility for the destruction, or that the
term "genocide" is applicable to what occurred. Deborah Lipstadt, in her work on
the Holocaust, speaks of the "Yes, but" mode of denial: applied to the present case,
Yes, Armenians died, but so did Turks. Yes, Armenians were killed, but they brought
it upon diemselves. Yes, the conflict took place, but it was a civil war within a global
war. Likewise, Israel Chamy has pointed to a "template of denial," the rules of which
include: do not acknowledge that the genocide took place; transform it into other
lands of events; portray the victims as the perpetrators; insist more victims were from
the perpetrators group; and relativize the genocide in whatever way possible.14 The
letter is too limited in purpose to display all of the elements depicted in these overlap-
ping perspectives, but they are found in the larger literature of denial of the 1915
genocide.

In terms of the letter itself, however, we want to call attention to two aspects of
denial that are part and parcel of Turkey s denial tactics. The goal of each is to prevent
recognition of the fact that what the Ottoman government did to the Armenians in
1915 constitutes genocide.

Fust, there is an attempt to remove the label "genocide" from the Armenian
experience. This is done in part by not differentiating between the victims of the
massacre and of warfare, of blaming the victims as the initiators of violence (thus
suggesting that they got what they deserved, even though it never happened), and
describing the genocide as a civil war within a global war. In the end, the genocide of
over a million Armenians is made to appear like an "amorphous human disaster."2*

A second theme, unique to the Turkish case, is the determination to deny the
Armenian genocide by acknowledging the Holocaust.48 This involves in part special
efforts by Turkey to recognize the tragedy of the Holocaust and show compassion for
its victims. But Turkey has also gone to extraordinary lengths, including threats and
disruption of academic conferences, to prevent Jews from learning about the Arme-
nian genocide. Moreover, one notes tfiat Lowry's memorandum stresses that Lifton
relied upon the work of other scholars, but this, he argues, is precisely why it is neces-
sary to discredit at the outset authors such as Dadrian, Fein, and Kuper. The danger
Lowry sees is that "from now on we will see afl works on the genocide of the Jews"
containing references to the Armenian genocide. Such references would allow for
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comparison and the conclusion that, for different reasons, both Jews and Armenians
have been victims of genocide. There is another aspect to this, however, that can best
be addressed in terms of the letter—the attempt of the Turkish government and its
intellectuals to draw a sharp and decisive distinction between the Holocaust and the
experience of the Armenians in 1915

The letter states that to make any comparison of the Holocaust and the Arme-
nian genocide is ludicrous. But it is not ludicrous: the similarities have been pointed
out by many scholars, most recently by Robert Melson in his major work on Revolu-

tion and Genocide: On the Origins of the Armenian Genocide and the Holocaust"

Other leading Jewish scholars of the Holocaust, in fact, describe the Armenian mas-
sacres and deportations into the desert as genocide, and one that approximates the
Holocaust in important respects. Yehuda Bauer, for example, not only points out the
similarities between the Armenian genocide and the Holocaust, but states that on a
"continuum of murderous behavior, the Armenian massacres would figure nearest to
the Holocaust. . . ."28 Similarly, the late Lucy Dawidowicz stated that the Armenian
genocide m its "extent and horror most closely approximated the murder of the Euro-
pean Jews." She continued T h e once unthinkable 'Armenian solution' became, in
our time, the achievable 'Final Solution,' the Nazi code name for the annihilation of
the European Jews "**

Concluding Reflections on the Memorandum and Letter
To confront denial is to face a recurrent question: do those who engage in denial of
a well-documented genocide actually believe their own words, or do they know bet-
ter, but disregard the facts for personal or political reasons? The issue is complicated
in that denial is, at times, a deliberate distortion of the facts to serve some presumed
advantage. But denial may also be a "defense mechanism" that functions to reduce
stress and inner conflict. As a defense mechanism, the events and feelings that one
wants to deny are not completely removed from consciousness, but are rather placed
in a more favorable light through a kind of selective emphasis and reappraisal. While
this distorts the truth, the person who uses such a strategy may not be aware that he
or she is doing so to make the situation less threatening. Nevertheless, denial as dis-
tortion of truth and as self-serving rationalization are often intertwined and reinforce
each other.

In the case of Lowry and the ambassador, there is a sense in which their whole
enterprise involves a reteUing of the Armenian genocide to place Turks in a favorable
light and Armenians in a bad light: in such accounts the victim is invariably blamed
for the genocide; indeed, is cast in the role of perpetrator. But for all the reinterpreta-
tion and selective uses of history, there is a clue that the ambassador and Lowry know
that the Armenian genocide took place, which would make their public statements to
the contrary appear to be calculated distortions of the truth.

To return to the documents at hand. The letter Lifton received and the draft of
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it by Lowry are explicit in denying the genocide, and speak of the "so-called 'Arme-
nian genocide,' allegedly perpetrated by the Ottoman Turks during the First World
War." However, when we examine the memorandum, a different story appears, with
a decided gap between the public discourse of the letter and the private discourse of
the memorandum. On the first page of the memorandum, the executive director of
the Institute of Turkish Studies approaches the subject, and the ambassador, deli-
cately, referring to the "so-called 'Armenian Genocide '" Yet a few pages later, when
he gives his "summation," Lowry speaks openly without using such terms as "alleged"
or "so-called": he now writes, without quotation marks, about "the Armenian Geno-
cide" and "the genocide." It is hard to believe that he would present such language
to the ambassador unless he knew that the ambassador would not be offended.

The Harmfulness of Genocide Denial
We should not be surprised by instances of what many would consider to be inappro-
priate use of academic credentials and skills, since, after all, academics and profes-
sionals have contributed in direct ways to genocidal lolling projects, including the
Armenian genocide and the Holocaust. They have done so by lending their talents
and prestige to racist, victimizing ideologies that are central features of many geno-
cides, by helping to create and administer the policies and technologies of mass kill-
ing, and by actually engaging in the killing.30 If highly educated academics and profes-
sionals have been able to repudiate their ethical codes and serve as accomplices and
perpetrators of actual genocides, it is likely that they would be even more able to
engage m an activity in which no one is killed.

It would be a mistake, however, to underestimate the serious harm caused by
denial of genocide, particularly denial wrapped in the guise of legitimate scholarship.
In this section, we examine the harm done by pseudo-scholarly denial of known geno-
cides and consider the assertion, put forth by some scholars, that deliberate denial is
a form of aggression that ought to be regarded as a contribution to genocidal violence
in its own right. Then we briefly address the question of what might motivate academ-
ics to make a career out of denial of genocide.

Some of the ways in which denial of genocide causes "violence to others" have
been identified by Israel W. Charny in his essay on "The Psychology of Denial of
Known Genocides," in which he emphasizes that denial conceals the horror of the
crimes and exonerates those responsible for it.31 This point is echoed by Deborah
Iipstadt, who, in her recent book on denial of the Holocaust, writes that "Denial aims
to reshape history in order to rehabilitate the perpetrators and demonize the vic-
tims."32 Denial also, according to Charny, "attacks the historical spirit and morale" of
the survivors and the descendants of those killed and places "further burdens on their
recovery."33 In short, denial prevents healing of the wounds inflicted by genocide.34

Furthermore, it constitutes an "attack on the collective identity and national cultural
continuity of the victim people."35
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A number of scholars have argued, in fact, that the deliberate denial of a known
genocide is a harmful act that deserves to be mcluded in die same moral domain widi
indirect and direct contributions to die actual genocides Thus, Charny states that
"Denials of genocide make no sense unless one sees in them renewed opportunities for

the same passions, meanings, and pleasures that were at work in the genocide itself,

now revived in symbolic processes of murdering the dignity of tlie survivors, rational-
ity, dignity, and even history itself" (emphasis in original).38 Indeed, denial may be
thought of as die last stage of genocide, one that continues into die present. A kind
of double killing takes place: first the physical deed, followed by the destruction of
remembrance of die deed.

Historian (and Holocaust survivor) Erich Kulka regards the denial of genocide
as an offense in its own right, asserting diat "Attempts to rewrite Holocaust history
on die pretext of 'revisionism,' aided by scholars witii academic backgrounds, must
be viewed as intellectual aggression," a repetition in diought of what was enacted
earlier as physical deed.37 In his recent book on denial of die Holocaust, Pierre Vidal-
Naquet characterizes Robert Faurisson, whose "scholarly" denials of die Holocaust
have been widely disseminated, as a "paper Eichmann."38

We concur with Charny, Kulka, and Vidal-Naquet in regarding denial of geno-
cide as an egregious offense that warrants being regarded as a form of contribution
to genocidal violence. Denial contributes to genocide in at least two ways. First of all,
genocide does not end widi its last human victim; denial continues die process. But
if such denial points to die past and die present, it also has implications for die future.
For by absolving die perpetrators of past genocides from responsibility for dieir ac-
tions and by obscuring the reality of genocide as a widely practiced form of state
policy in the modern world, denial may increase the risk of future outbreaks of geno-
cidal killing.

Why Might Intellectuals Engage in the Denial of
Known Genocides?
There are several possible motivations for denial of genocide, and diese can be com-
plex. The motivations to which we would call attention include: self-serving ideology,
bigotry, intellectual confusion, careerism, identification widi power, and a particular
conception of knowledge. It seems unlikely, however, that denial rests only on one of
diese motivations; moreover, the particular combinations of motivations may vary
widi individuals Also, what prompts denial may vary widi different examples of geno-
cide: anti-Zionism, for example, may help explain denial of the Holocaust, but in
terms of its content tells us nodiing about why die Armenian genocide has been de-
nied. On die odier hand, if we focus not on die content of die motivation, but on its
form (ideology) and goals (political and psychological purposes), dien die motivations
for denial in diese two cases may have more in common dian appear at first glance.
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Ideology, Bigotry and the Denial of the Holocaust
Scholars who have analyzed deniers of the Holocaust have concluded that they are
primarily motivated by ideology. Thus, Vidal-Naquet, in his examination of Faurisson
and other French "revisionists," asserts that "all revisionists are resolute anti-
Zionists."39 Similarly, on the basis of her even more comprehensive survey of Holo-
caust deniers, Lipstadt concludes that "it is clear that deniers have no interest in
scholarship or reason. Most are antisemites or bigots "40

These answers are no doubt correct, but they are incomplete. It may be that all
revisionists are anti-Zionists, but there are surely anti-Zionists (some of diem Jewish)
who do not deny die reality of the Holocaust. Similarly, there are people who are
highly antisemitic, but are well aware that the Holocaust took place.

Intellectual Confusion, Rationalization
Clues to the thinking of academics who question die reality of die Armenian genocide
have been provided by Israel Charny and his colleague Daphna Fromer, who sent
questionnaires to sixty-nine scholars who signed an advertisement which, in the words
of Charny and Fromer, "questioned insidiously the evidence of the Armenian geno-
cide" and appeared in several newspapers, including die New York Times and die
Washington Post41 In analyzing die comments of the seventeen scholars who pro-
vided "active responses" to dieir mailing, Charny and Fromer discerned a number of
"thinking defense-mechanisms" that enabled the scholars to engage in "the denial of
genocide." These mechanisms included what die audiors term "scientificism in die
service of denial," i e., the claim diat not enough empirical evidence is available to
justify an unequivocal position on die reality of the genocide; and "definitionalism,"
i.e., acknowledging deaths, but denying diat diey were die result of "genocide," thus
shifting responsibility for the genocide away from die Turkish government and trivial-
izing die killing of over a million Armenians as the inadvertent result of famine, war,
and disease.

Whedier anyone is led into denial by such reasoning is an open question, but
such dunking does serve to make denial easier diereafter, while, at die same time, it
preserves die appearance of objectivity.

Careerism, Power, Knowledge
"Careerism" is a complicated phenomenon, but for our purposes we would identify
two (non-exclusive) forms diat it may take: one that is oriented more toward material
goals, and one that involves more the satisfactions diat go widi power. Bodi share die
"dioughdessness" that Hannah Arendt saw as die essence of die "banality of evil": an
imaginative blindness tiiat prevents one from reflecting upon die consequences of
one's actions.42 But elsewhere Arendt also speaks of a "willed evil," and die second
type of careerism is not far removed from diis: not simply die obliviousness to hurt,
but die infliction of hurt.43
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Intellectuals who engage in the denial of genocide may be motivated in part by
either type of careerism, or by both. The more insidious form, however, is the second
type of careerism. Here material rewards are important, but more so, the opportunity
for certain psychological and social satisfactions: a sense of importance, of status, of
being in control, all of which can come through identification with power, something
we believe we have shown in the memorandum we have analyzed The price for
intellect in the service of denial, however, is a particular conception of knowledge,
one in which knowledge not only serves the ends of those in power, but is defined by

power But to define truth in terms of power is to reveal the bankruptcy, irrationality,
and above all, danger, of the whole enterprise of denial of genocide. Inherent in such
a view of knowledge is both a deep-seated nihilism and an urge to tyranny.

Concluding Comments: Scholars and Truth
Scholarship is, or should be, a quest for truth. What scholars write and say in that
quest matters a great deal. Directly or indirectly, our words contribute to a shared
consciousness—to the constellation of beliefs that a society forms m connection with
issues of any kind. Scholars' contributions to that shared consciousness become espe-
cially important in relation to a society's struggles with large, disturbing, and threaten-
ing historical events.

Nowhere is scholarly research and commentary more significant than in con-
nection with genocide. Here the scope of mass murder and the depth of its moral
violation defy understanding and arouse every land of confusion, whether in the form
of diffuse passions or resistance to painful evidence. Careful scholarly evaluation can
hardly eliminate these confusions, but it can diminish them in favor of reasoned inter-
pretation and the channeling of passion into constructive policy. Generally speaking,
the extremity of human harm brought about by genocide raises the stakes of schol-
arly commentary.

Where scholars deny genocide, in the face of decisive evidence that it has oc-
curred, they contribute to a false consciousness that can have the most dire reverbera-
tions. Their message, in effect, is: murderers did not really murder; victims were not
really killed; mass murder requires no confrontation, no reflection, but should be
ignored, glossed over In this way scholars lend their considerable authority to the
acceptance of this ultimate human crime. More than that, they encourage—indeed
invite—a repetition of that crime from virtually any source in the immediate or dis-
tant future. By closing their minds to truth, that is, such scholars contribute to the
deadly psychohistorical dynamic in which unopposed genocide begets new genocides.

Those of us who wish to be true to our scholarly calling have a clear obligation
here. We must first expose this form of denial. At the same time we must ourselves
bear witness to historical truths—to the full narrative of mass murder and human
suffering. To be witnessing professionals in this way requires that we take in grim
details so that we can tell the story with accuracy and insight. It is a task to which we
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must bring both heart and mind, an approach that combines advocacy and detach-
ment. We require sufficient detachment to maintain rigorous intellectual standards
in evaluating evidence and drawing conclusions. At the same time our moral advocacy
should require us to open ourselves to suffering as a way of taking a stand against
cruelty and killing, whatever its source.
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